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Abstract—Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features
are the underlying representation in automotive computer vision
applications such as collision avoidance and lane keeping. In these
applications, we have observed that HOG feature computation
is often a slow and energy-intensive component of the overall
pipeline. In this paper, we focus on reducing both the time
taken and the energy used for computing Felzenszwalb HOG
features. We achieve our results though a combination of reduced
precision, SIMD parallelism, algorithmic changes, and outer-loop
parallelism. In particular, we address a bottleneck in histogram
accumulation by phrasing the problem as a gather instead of
the (traditional) scatter. Additionally, we explore the tradeoffs
of using L1 instead of L2 norms to compute gradients, which
enables smaller operands and more SIMD parallelism. Overall,
we are able to compute multiresolution HOG pyramids at 70fps
for 640x480 images on a multicore CPU. This is a 3.6x speedup
over the best known HOG implementation and a 29x speedup
over the popular voc-release5 HOG code. This is also a 3.6x 22x reduction in energy per frame compared to previous HOG
implementations. Our open-source implementation is available
for download.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) are a popular
feature representation in computer vision algorithms. HOG is
particularly ubiquitous in advanced driver assistance systems
(ADAS). For example, [2] used HOG as the underlying feature
representation in a lane departure system. In addition, [3]
designed a traffic sign detection algorithm on top of HOG
features. Tawari et al. used HOG in tracking head and eye
movement to monitor driver alertness [4]. Finally, [5] used
HOG features to detect pedestrians and vehicles as part of a
collision avoidance system.
Real-time computation is crucial in ADAS applications. It
is not very useful to detect that the car has drifted out of the
lane, if the car has crashed by the time the computer vision
system has identified the lane departure. Traffic light detection
is of limited value if the vehicle has already violated a red
light by the time the vision system has detected the light.
ADAS systems typically must run at a speed of at least 30 fps,
and HOG is only one of several computations performed per
frame. Therefore, it should come as a surprise that the fastest
publicly-available HOG implementation (FFLD [6]) runs at
just 20 frames per second. In this paper, we propose libHOG,
which runs at 70 fps on a commodity CPU. This is fast enough
for real-time usage in ADAS applications ranging from lane
identification to pedestrian and vehicle detection.
Energy efficiency is also important in ADAS. While many
DARPA Grand Challenge vehicles used auxiliary generators to

power multiple high-end computers, this approach is clearly
undesirable for consumer automotive applications. In order
to compare energy efficiency across implementations, one
could consider simply measuring total system power during
operation. However, without normalization due to the differing
frame rates of various implementations, total system power can
be a misleading metric. Instead, we use the metric of energy
per frame or J/frame. Our libHOG implementation requires
just 2.6 J/frame, which is 3.6x less energy than the previous
state-of-the-art.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we survey other HOG computation methods from the related
literature. Next, in Section III we review the general procedure
for calculating of HOG features. Then, in Section IV we
describe how we accelerate HOG computation. Finally, in
Section V, we evaluate the overall speed and energy of libHOG
and the accuracy of an object detector using libHOG.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), pioneered by
Dalal and Triggs [7], are an extremely widely-used method
for feature extraction. A number of HOG variants have been
developed over the years, such as Felzenszwalb HOG [1],
Circular Fourier HOG [8], Motion Contour HOG [9], and
Compressed HOG [10]. Felzenszwalb HOG is used in numerous object recognition methods including Deformable Parts
Models [1], Poselets [11], and Exemplar SVMs [12]. The
main difference between the Dalal HOG [7] and Felzenszwalb
HOG [1] is that Felzenszwalb HOG has a special normalization
scheme (see Section IV-C). The canonical reference implementation of Felzenszwalb HOG is in the voc-release5 [13]
Deformable Parts Model codebase in features.cc. This
implementation is included in numerous open-source computer
vision projects, such as the vehicle tracking implementation
in [14].
In the literature, we have observed a few attempts to
accelerate HOG feature computation. Each of the following
implementations produce Felzenszwalb HOG features. First,
Dollár’s fhog [15] exploits SIMD vector parallelism to run
faster than the canonical voc-release5 implementation. Next,
FFLD [6], [16] exploits outer-loop parallelism across image
scales, but without SIMD parallelism. Finally, while Dollár and
FFLD run on multicore CPUs, cuHOG [17] runs on NVIDIA
GPUs.
While we focus on Felzenszwalb HOG extraction, there
is also some work on accelerating Dalal HOG extrac-
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Fig. 1. Our fast, energy-efficient HOG pipeline. This produces Felzenszwalb [1] HOG feature maps. We only show 3 HOG pyramid resolutions here, but a
typical HOG pyramid in [1] has 40 or more resolutions.
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Fig. 2. Per-image HOG feature computation high-level pseudo code
Returning to Figure 2, we will now give a general operational description of how to calculate HOG features for a
single grayscale image (noting how the procedure extends to
tion. OpenCV [18] provides modestly optimized implemenRGB images). Much of the flow is generic with respect to the
tations of Dalal HOG extraction for both CPUs and GPUs.
specific type of HOG feature being computed. However, in this
groundHOG [19] and fastHOG [20] both produce Dalal
work we consider only Felzenszwalb HOG Features [1] unless
HOG features using NVIDIA GPUs. There are also a number
otherwise noted. Thus, some of the details of the computation
of HOG implementations that use more exotic hardware such
are specific to Felzenszwalb HOG.
as FPGAs or custom silicon; several of these are surveyed
in [21].
First, the calc gradients() function computes 1D gradients in the X and Y dimensions by applying the standard
For the rest of the paper, we compare our work with bestcentered derivative filter [-1 0 1] (for the X gradient) and
of-breed approaches: voc-release5 (widely-used baseits transpose (for the Y gradient) at each pixel of the input
line), Dollár (vectorized CPU), FFLD (multithreaded CPU),
grayscale image. Then, the magnitude and orientation (or
and cuHOG (best-of-breed GPU implementation).
angle) of the (x,y) gradient vector is computed for each pixel.
Orientations are quantized to 18 discrete angle values. Note
III. I NTRODUCTION TO HOG F EATURES
that these 18 orientations consist of 9 pairs of orientations that
differ only by the sign of their magnitude (or equivalently by
A. Single Image HOG
a rotation of 180 degrees). If the input image is multi-channel
A single HOG feature image is produced from a single
(i.e. RGB as opposed to grayscale), calc gradients() is called
input RGB or grayscale image. Intuitively, HOG features
for each color channel, and then for each pixel the maximum
contain information about the spatial distributions of the
gradient value across color channels (and its corresponding
gradient (i.e. edge) orientations and magnitudes in the input
orientation) are selected and computation then proceeds as in
image. There are many variants of HOG features, but they
the grayscale input image case.
generally share certain key properties from Dalal’s original
work: quantized orientations, spatial pooling, and local contrast
Next, the bin grads() function smoothly spatially bins
normalization [7]. Pseudo-code for the general computation
the per-pixel gradient magnitudes and orientations at a lower
of HOG features is shown in Figure 2. Although readers are
resolution than the original image. Typically, the resolution
of the gradient histogram is either 1/8 (or sometimes 1/4)
assumed to be familiar with HOG features, we begin with
a general, but moderately detailed, operational description of
that of the input image. Each histogram bin is formed by an
approximately-Gaussian weighted pooling over the 16x16 (or
each function in the pseudocode. Although there are no doubt
many possible ways to compute HOG features, the description
8x8 in the 1/4 scale case) window of gradient pixels centered
over the bin.
we give here forms a basic outline from which to explain
c a l c h o g ( image ) :
grad mags , g r a d o r i e n t s = c a l c g r a d i e n t s ( image )
g r a d h i s t o g r a m = b i n g r a d s ( grad mags , g r a d o r i e n t s )
return normalize histogram ( grad histogram )
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Finally, the normalize histogram() function computes
the final per-bin output HOG features using various local normalizations and combinations of the contents of the
“raw” or un-normalized gradient histogram just computed by
bin grads(). Note that computation of the final features is
independent for each bin. For each bin, we consider the 4
possible 2x2 sub-windows of the 3x3 window of bins centered
over that bin. Based on the total per-bin non-normalized
gradient energy in each of the 4 sub-windows we compute 4
local “directional” (+X+Y, +X-Y, -X+Y, -X-Y) normalization
factors; the average of these 4 directed normalization factors
is the bin normalization factor BN F . Then, a total of 31
features are computed as follows: 18 features are computed
by taking BN F times the 18 per-bin non-normalized gradient
magnitudes; these are termed the contrast-sensitive features.
Next, 9 more features are formed by taking BN F times
the 9 sums of pairs of magnitudes of the 9 per-bin pairs of
180-degree-rotated orientations; these are termed the contrastinsensitive features. Finally, the last 4 features are created by
summing recomputations of all 27 prior features using each of
4 “directional” bin-local normalization constants individually
instead of BN F .

B. Existing Implementation Details
In the following sections we will present tables that, for
each specific stage of computing HOG features, compare our
new algorithm to various existing algorithms. However, here
we first highlight the key overall design choices in the other
HOG implementations that we have cited and with which we
will compare our computational efficiency.
First,
we
consider
the
baseline/reference
voc-release5 [13] HOG implementation. For the
most part, this implementation is a straight-forward standard
C elaboration of the above description. No SIMD or
process/thread parallelism is used. A mix of 32-bit f loat
and 64-bit double datatypes are used. Gradient normalization
uses the standard L2 norm. In calc gradients(), orientation
quantization is accomplished by taking the dot product of the
(x,y) gradient vector with 18 reference orientation vectors
and choosing the maximum. In bin grads(), the gradient
pixels are iterated over and added to each histogram bin that
they influence. We term this a “scatter” style approach as
illustrated in Figure 3.
Dollár’s fhog [15] implementation improves over
voc-release5 primarily in its use of SIMD parallelism.
For determining the quantized gradient orientation, it uses
an arccos() lookup-table (or LUT). It also uses a “scatter”
style bin grads(). The FFLD [6], [16] implementation uses
thread-level parallelism across image scales, but without SIMD
parallelism. For determining the quantized gradient orientation,
it uses an arctan() lookup-table (or LUT). Like the prior two
implementations, it also uses a “scatter” style bin grads().
cuHOG [17], as a GPU based implementation, uses GPU-style
SIMT parallelism rather than the SIMD and coarse thread
parallelism used by the other (all CPU-based) algorithms discussed here. As it uses the CUDA programming environment,
it runs only on NVIDIA GPUs.

C. Multiple Image HOG and Image Resizing
So far, we have described how to compute HOG features
for a single image. However, in practice it is often desired to
compute HOG features at many scales. This can be accomplished by computing many HOG feature images from many
rescaled copies of an input image. Note that the computation
HOG features is independent for each scale. In this work,
we primarily consider a common case where 10+30 scales
of a 640x480 size input image are desired. First, 30 1/8bin-resolution HOG feature images are computed from 30
progressively downsampled versions of the input image, with
10 equally-logarithmically-spaced scales for every factor of
2 (octave) of downsampling. Then, an additional 10 1/4-binresolution HOG feature images are computed from reusing the
first 10 largest-scale copies of the input image; the resultant
10 HOG feature images are the same size as would be the first
10 1/8-bin-resolution HOG feature images computed from a
2x upsampled version of the input image.
The HOG implementations in the related work
(voc-release5, FFLD, and Dollár) each have custom,
from-scratch implementations of image resizing. There are
also a number of off-the-shelf image resizing implementations,
found in libraries such as OpenCV [18] and Intel Performance
Primitives (IPP) [22]. In Table I, we compare the speed of
image pyramid computation using OpenCV, IPP, and the HOG
related work. For OpenCV and IPP, we show two variants: a
serial version, and a version with OpenMP parallelism across
image scales. We found that the image resizing functions in
OpenCV and Intel Performance Primitives (IPP) are quite
efficient. In libHOG, we use the IPP image resizing function
with parallelism across scales. One interesting note is that
the majority (∼80%) of the time spent on resizing is on the
10 largest image scales. This is sensible since these largest
scales contain ∼80% of the total pixels across all scales.
Additionally, while it is possible to exploit thread-level
parallelism within a single image, as with FFLD we also
choose to exploit thread-level parallelism across scales by
default.
IV.

O UR HOG A LGORITHM

In this section we explain our techniques to accelerate perimage HOG feature computation. As per Figure 2, there are
three major steps: gradient computation (calc gradients()),
histogram accumulation (bin grads()), and normalization
(normalize histogram()). To achieve high speed, we follow
two simple high level design principles: First, we wish to minimize memory traffic to avoid being bound by communication
costs. Second, we wish to maximize vectorization to avoid
being bound by maximum rate at which computations can be
issued.
One key technique that helps with both of these issues is
to use the most narrow data type possible at each stage of
the computation. Sometimes, this involves storing a narrower
data in memory and expanding it on the fly for computation.
Another important general technique is that of composition.
In general, it is best to perform as much computation as is
possible for a given data item, or in a given local area of data,
before writing it back to memory. As a toy example, when
calculating the L2-norm magnitude of (x,y) per-pixel gradients,

TABLE I.

Image Resizing with bilinear interpolation. C OMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK . T HIS IS SIMPLY “ MAKING 40 COPIES OF A 640 X 480
INPUT IMAGE AT VARIOUS RESOLUTIONS .” E ACH EXPERIMENT IS THE AVERAGE OF AT LEAST 100 RUNS .
voc-release5
Dollár
FFLD-serial
FFLD-OpenMP
OpenCV-serial
OpenCV-OpenMP
Intel IPP-serial
Intel IPP-OpenMP

Precision
64-bit double
32-bit float
8-bit char
8-bit char
8-bit char
8-bit char
8-bit char
8-bit char

it would be superior to calculate mag = sqrt(x2 +y 2 ) for each
pixel rather than first computing mag2 = x2 +y 2 for each pixel
and then computing mag = sqrt(mag2) in a second pass.
Note: all reported results are for computing HOG features
at 10+30 scales for 640x480 input images on a 6-core Intel
i7-3930k processor unless noted otherwise.
A. Gradient Computation
Calculating 1D gradients in X and Y. First, as noted in
the resizing discussing, our implementation stores the resized
images using the same 8-bit unsigned integer values per-pixelper-color as the input image. Thus, the input pixels have a
range of [0, 255], and the resultant X and Y derivatives have
a range from [−255, 255]. We choose the simple option of
storing the X and Y components of the gradient each as 16bit signed integers. Thus, the input of the gradient calculation
is 1 byte per pixel, and the output is 2 ∗ 2 = 4 bytes per
pixel. To perform the actual calculation, we first load the input
pixel data, widen it, and then compute the gradients using
128-bit-wide packed-16-bit-SIMD SSE (hereafter 128w16si)
operations. This allows us to perform 8 concurrent arithmetic
operations per CPU clock cycle.1
Magnitude. Next, we use the X and Y gradients to
compute the per-pixel gradient magnitude. At this stage, our
gradients are stored as 16-bit signed integers, albeit with
a limited range of [−255, 255]. However, when computing
the L2 norm, the expression gradX 2 + gradY 2 can still
(just) overflow a 16-bit integer, and current CPUs do not
support vectorized 16-bit floating-point math. Thus, we use
32-bit intermediates for the L2 magnitude calculation to avoid
overflow.
Additionally, although it has different semantics, we also
chose to experiment with using the L1 norm |gradX| +
|gradY | instead of the L2 norm. The output range of this
expression is [0, 510], which still easily fits within a 16-bit
signed integer.2 For the L1 norm calculation we again use
128w16si operations.
Handling RGB images. As previously mentioned, for
RGB images we must calculate the gradient for all three color
channels and select the one with the maximum magnitude.
Frustratingly, SSE instructions do not natively have the ability
1 We also considered 256-bit AVX instructions. We wrote some HOG-like
microbenchmarks in AVX, and we saw no speedup for AVX over SSE. We
speculate that 128-bit SSE computation combined with OpenMP parallelism
is sufficient to saturate the available memory bandwidth.
2 In Section V, we will show that training Deformable Parts Model object
detectors on HOGs with L1 norm magnitude produces accuracy similar to
typical L2 norm magnitude.

Runtime
0.16 sec
0.045 sec
0.076 sec
0.016 sec
0.018 sec
0.0049 sec
0.0071 sec
0.0023 sec

Frame Rate
6.25 fps
22.2 fps
13.2 fps
62.5 fps
55.5 fps
204 fps
141 fps
435 fps

to compute the needed argmax operation across 3 channels.
Thus, we implement our own vectorized argmax primitive,
again using 128w16si operations. In summary, we iterate over
the 3 per-channel magnitudes and compare them against the
largest magnitude seen so far for this pixel. If it is larger
than the best seen magnitude, we both replace the best seen
magnitude with the current channel magnitude as well as
store the corresponding X and Y gradients from the current
channel for later use. Standard SIMD comparisons and bitwise Boolean operations are used to perform these operations
in a fully vectorized manner; consult the code for more details.
Orientation. The non-quantized gradient orientation for
each pixel is defined as atan2(gradY, gradX). However,
there does not currently exist a vectorized atan2 instruction.
Also, atan2 is typically a relatively expensive operation. Further, we need only the 18-levels-quantized angle, which allows
for various possible optimizations. Currently, we choose to use
a modestly sized look-up table: atan2[gradX][gradY].
Given that gradX and gradY both have a range of [−255, 255],
a LUT with 512*512 entries is sufficient. Further, the elements
of the table need only have a range of [0,17] for the 18
quantized orientations, so 1 byte per entry is sufficient. Thus,
the total LUT size is only 256 KB. We also experimented
with using a directly vectorized version of the voc-release5
orientation computation method, but determined that the LUTbased method was faster to compute.
In Table II, we compare our gradient (orientation and
magnitude) computational efficiency with previous HOG implementations. We find that our gradient implementation is 39x
faster than voc-release5 and 4.1x faster than the fastest known
implementation.
B. Histogram Accumulation
Histogram computation. Recall that the gradient histogram consists of both spatial binning (at 1/8 or 1/4 the
input image resolution) and orientation binning. We choose
to iterate over the spatial dimension first. At each spatial
location, the histogram to be computed by bin grads() has 18
orientation bins to fill in, one for each quantization level of the
orientations; we term this set of 18 orientation bins a “spatial
bin”. The contribution of each gradient pixel to each bin is
weighted by an approximately-Gaussian function centered over
the spatial bin with a width of 8 (or 4 in the 1/4 resolution
case) pixels. The spatial bin includes only contributions from
the 16x16 (or 8x8 in the 1/4 resolution case) gradient pixels
nearest to its center; note that this range is somewhat arbitrarily
chosen, but the intent is that pixels further away would not
significantly contribute to the bin due to having low weights

Gradient Computation. C OMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK . I N THE RELATED WORK , ONLY FFLD USES MULTITHREADING . W HERE
RELEVANT, WE REPORT RESULTS WITH AND WITHOUT O PEN MP MULTITHREADING . (640 X 480 IMAGES , 10+30 PYRAMID RESOLUTIONS .)

TABLE II.

voc-release5
Dollár
FFLD-serial
FFLD-OpenMP
libHOG-L2-OpenMP (ours)
ibHOG-L1-serial (ours)
libHOG-L1-OpenMP (ours)

Vectorization
None
SSE
None
None
SSE
SSE
SSE

Precision
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit int & float
16-bit int
16-bit int

Magnitude Calculation
L2 norm
L2 norm
L2 norm
L2 norm
L2 norm
L1 norm
L1 norm

Orientation Binning
iterative arctan LUT
arccos LUT
arctan LUT
arctan LUT
arctan LUT
arctan LUT
arctan LUT

Frame Rate
6.25 fps
30.3 fps
15.1 fps
58.8 fps
143 fps
102 fps
244 fps

f o r (mX, mY) i n m a g n i t u d e a r r a y :
hX = (mX−s b i n / 2 ) / s b i n
hY = (mY−s b i n / 2 ) / s b i n
o r i = o r i e n t a t i o n (mX,mY)
f o r ( hX , hY ) i n ( hx : hx + 1 ) and ( hy : hy + 1 )
x O f f = mX − hX∗ s b i n + ( s b i n / 2 )
y O f f = mY − hY∗ s b i n + ( s b i n / 2 )
vx = a p p o x g a u s s w e i g h t l u t [ x O f f ]
vy = a p p o x g a u s s w e i g h t l u t [ y O f f ]
h i s t ( hX , hY , o r i )+= m a g n i t u d e (mX, mY) ∗ vx ∗ vy

f o r ( hX , hY ) i n h i s t :
mX = hX∗ s b i n − ( s b i n / 2 )
mY = hY∗ s b i n − ( s b i n / 2 )
f o r ( xOff , y O f f ) i n ( 0 : s b i n ∗ 2 ) , ( 0 : s b i n ∗ 2 )
mX = mX + x O f f
mY = mY + y O f f
o r i = o r i e n t a t i o n (mX,mY)
vx = a p p o x g a u s s w e i g h t l u t [ x O f f ]
vy = a p p o x g a u s s w e i g h t l u t [ y O f f ]
h i s t ( hX , hY , o r i )+= m a g n i t u d e (mX, mY) ∗ vx ∗ vy

Fig. 3.
Scatter histogram code (baseline). This scatters data from the
magnitude array to the histogram.

Fig. 4. Gather histogram code (our approach, which maintains a smaller
working set).

as the Gaussian falls off. The actual weighting function used is
decomposable into the product of symmetric X and Y terms,
and thus can be computed using only a multiply and two
lookups into a 16 (or 8 in the 1/4 resolution case) element
LUT. Note that we do not attempt to apply SIMD parallelism
for this stage.

C. Neighborhood Normalization

Optimization: gather instead of scatter. As previously
mentioned, implementations like voc-release5, FFLD,
and Dollár use “scatter”-style histogram construction, as shown
in Figure 3. In our experiments, however, we found that instead
using a gather-style method yielded faster computation times,
particularly in the multi-threaded case. Our theory is that the
memory accesses used by scatter-style histogram construction
are the limiting factor for the speed of bin grad() in the
multi-threaded case, regardless of the level (over scales or
within a single image) at which multi-threading is used. For
each gradient pixel, a scatter-style histogram must write to
four spatial bins, yielding an output working set of 2x2x18
on which it is performing gradient accumulation, consisting of
sparse random read/writes to the 18 orientation bins of each of
the four spatial bins. In contrast, for the gather-style approach,
we need only a single spatial bin (18 orientation bins) as our
output working set, and we will perform all needed writes to
it within a small time window. We illustrate the gather-style
approach in Figure 4. While the gather-style approach does
also need an 8x8x2 input working set, this set is read-only,
has a simple access pattern, and is substantially shared among
spatial bins. Thus, overall it seems plausible that the gatherstyle histogram significantly reduces write overhead while not
overly increasing read memory bandwidth or cache usage.
In Table III, we find that our histogram implementation
is 8.6x faster than voc-release5 and 1.2x faster than the
best known implementation. Note that our L2-norm histogram
numerical results precisely match those of voc-release5. When
using the L1 norm, our numerical results also agree with a
version of voc-release5 similarly modified to use the L1 norm.

Recall that during normalize histogram(), 4 local “directional” ((+X + Y ), (+X − Y ), (−X + Y ), (−X − Y ))
normalization factors are needed, each based on computing
the average energy of one of the four 2x2 windows of bins
that contain the current bin. However, it can be observed that
the total number of unique 2x2 windows of bins is roughly
the same as the total number of bins; each 2x2 window and
its corresponding normalization constant will be used four
times in each of the four different orientations. For example,
the 2x2 normalization window and resultant normalization
constant for the (+X − Y ) direction of bin (x, y) is the
same for the (−X − Y ) direction of bin (x + 1, y). Yet, in
previous HOG implementations (voc-release5, FFLD, Dollár),
the four directional normalization constants are computed for
each neighborhood. We avoid this redundant computation by
caching the per-2x2-window normalization constants. This
yields roughly a 4x reduction in computation for this portion
of normalize histogram(). In Table IV, we find that our
normalize histogram() is 66x faster than voc-release5 and
2.9x faster than the fastest previous HOG implementation.
V.

E VALUATION

A. Speed and Energy
In Table V, we show the overall speed and energy footprint of libHOG compared to other HOG implementations.
In “libHOG-OpenMP,” we parallelize each stage individually,
with a barrier after each stage – this is essentially the sum of
the timings from Sections IV-A to IV-C. However, in “libHOGOpenMP-pipelined,” we put one OpenMP parallel loop over all
stages in the HOG pipeline, where each thread is responsible
for completing a HOG scale from beginning to end. The
“pipelined” version also has the advantage that processors can
continue to the next stage when finished, rather than waiting
on stragglers.

TABLE III.

Histogram Accumulation, 640 X 480 IMAGES , 40 PYRAMID RESOLUTIONS .

voc-release5
Dollár
FFLD-serial
FFLD-OpenMP
libHOG-serial (ours)
libHOG-OpenMP (ours)
TABLE IV.

Precision
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float

Loop Ordering
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
gather
gather

Frame Rate
13.9 fps
35.7 fps
21.3 fps
100 fps
45.7 fps
120 fps

Neighborhood Normalization, 640 X 480 IMAGES , 40 PYRAMID RESOLUTIONS .

voc-release5
Dollár
FFLD-serial
FFLD-OpenMP
libHOG-serial (ours)
libHOG-OpenMP (ours)

Precision
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float
32-bit float

When using L2 gradient magnitude, Table V shows that
libHOG is 24x faster than voc-release5, and 3.0x faster than
the fastest known implementation. When we use L1 gradient
magnitude, we find that libHOG is 29x faster than voc-release5
and 3.6x faster than the fastest known implementation. This
is a 3.0x - 22x reduction in energy per frame compared to
previous HOG implementations.

B. Accuracy
So far, we have focused on how to make libHOG as computationally efficient as possible. Now, we verify that libHOG
works well in an end-to-end computer vision application.
The PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) challenge ran
from 2005 to 2012 [23]. A subset of the challenge tasks
focused on detecting the occurrence and bounding boxes of
20 types of objects (car, person, dog, ...) in 5000 photographs.
The datasets from this challenge are commonly used for the
evaluation of object detection methods. Generally, accuracy
on the PASCAL datasets are reported in terms of the singlenumber mean average precision (mAP) across the 20 object
categories. We have observed that ADAS work (such as onroad multivehicle tracking [14]) often looks at PASCAL results
for inspiration on object detection methods. With this in
mind, we evaluate the accuracy of libHOG with the popular
Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [1] detector on the PASCAL
2007 dataset. We parallelized the DPM Cascade [24] to run
at 20fps on a multicore CPU, including the overhead of
computing HOG pyramids in libHOG.
In Table VI, we find that libHOG-L2+DPM produces the
same object detection accuracy as voc-release5+DPM. This
is expected given that libHOG-L2 and voc-release5 should
produce numerically identical HOG features. Recall from Section IV-A that we can achieve an additional speedup by using
an L1 instead of L2 norm to compute the gradient magnitude.
In Table VI, we find that using the L1 norm degrades accuracy
by approximately 2 percentage points. In our libHOG code
release, we provide both L1 and L2 HOG implementations,
so the reader can select the appropriate accuracy/efficiency
tradeoff for their application.

Normalization Map
redundant computation
redundant computation
redundant computation
redundant computation
amortized computation
amortized computation

Frame Rate
35.7 fps
25.6 fps
34.5 fps
83.3 fps
137 fps
238 fps

VI.

C ONCLUSION

HOG feature extraction is a core building block in numerous advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). Real-time
and energy-efficient computation are crucial to real-world deployability of ADAS applications. With this in mind, we have
presented libHOG, an open-source HOG implementation that
is 3.6x - 29x faster (and 3.6x - 22x more energy-efficient) than
previous HOG implementations. We compute HOG pyramids
at 71 fps, and this enables ADAS applications like object
detection and lane detection to compute HOG pyramids in
real-time.
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A PPENDIX I: OTHER THINGS WE TRIED
We tried composing the three kernels in Section IV, such
that each pixel goes from beginning to end without being
copied back to memory. This didn’t have much impact in terms
of speed or energy.
A PPENDIX II: R ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HOG AND
C ONVOLUTIONAL N EURAL N ETWORKS
Over the last two years, convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have brought new levels of accuracy to object detection. For common ADAS problems like vehicle detection
and pedestrian detection, the CNN accuracy gains have been
moderate. However, CNNs offer huge accuracy improvements
in recognizing textured objects like plants and specific types
of dogs and cats.
Speed is the major downside of CNN-based object detection. For example, the R-CNN [25] object detector operates
at roughly 1/10 fps (2000 J/frame) on a GPU, with most of
the time spent extracting CNN features.3 With a few tricks to
amortize CNN feature computation, it is possible to accelerate
CNN-based object detection to 1 fps (200 J/frame) on GPUs,
as discovered independently by [27], [28], [29], and [30]. Even
with these improvements, CNN-based object detection is still
too slow for many ADAS applications.
3 Note that we are discussing localized object detection. The task of fullimage classification without localization can run orders of magnitude faster
(e.g. [26]).

